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Field Research
October—November—December 1968

As reported in the last issue, early season activi-
ties were hampered by bad weather, and several uni-
versity groups were unable to get into the field to
conduct their research projects. By November, how-
ever, the weather had improved, and from then on,
the research remained generally on schedule.

McMurdo Sound Area
Four biological projects got under way in early

September when the researchers arrived on the win-
ter fly-in (cf. Antarctic Journal, vol. III, no. 6, p.
225). One research group, led by Dr. Robert Eisner of
the University of California (San Diego), continued
for a second season the study of cardiovascular adap-
tation of seals to asphyxia. A portable laboratory was
installed at Turtle Rock, 6 miles from McMurdo
Station, from where the scientists commuted daily by
tracked vehicle. Data were collected on the uterine
blood flow in pregnant Weddells, maternal and fetal
heart rates during diving asphyxia, diving depth and
time in pregnant seals, and arterial distensibility in
newborn and mature Weddells. Pilot studies were
made of developmental characteristics of the diving
response and temperature regulation in newborn
seals. In cooperation with Dr. Jay T. Shurley of the
Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation, an investi-
gation was initiated into the seal electroencephalo-
grain during asphyxia.

Another scientist from the University of Califor-
nia (San Diego), Dr. Gerald L. Kooyman, who also
arrived on the winter flight with an assistant, con-
ducted studies of the physiology and deep-diving be-
havior of seals and penguins. The heart rate and var-
ious respiratory parameters were measured in un-
restrained Weddelis. Four scuba dives were made in
October at Turtle Rock and Cape Armitage to ob-
serve seals. Early in November, the diving station was
moved to a new site, and the sub-ice observation
chamber was installed. Three scuba dives were made
during November, two in the vicinity of seal rooker-
ies and one at the site of the sub-ice observation
chamber. Data were obtained on tidal volume, lung
volume, and oxygen consumption of an adult female
seal diving from an isolated hole in te ice. Two em-
peror penguins collected at Cape Bird and released
at an isolated hole were observed to determine their
diving capacity, and two trips were made to the Cape
Crozier emperor rookery to observe penguin diving
and feeding behavior.

A second season of systematic scuba diving to ob-
serve predation among benthic communities was car-

Section of McMurdo Biological Laboratory.

ned out by Messrs. Paul Dayton, Gordon Robilliard,
and Charles Gait of the University of Washington.
The principal investigator, Dr. Robert T. Paine, also
worked at McMurdo later in the season. The cages
placed on the ocean bottom last season were found
to be in excellent condition. Forty-one dives were
made in September and October to determine densi-
ties of predatory species and their prey. By the end
of November, over 20 percent of the starfish tagged
last year had been recovered. It was determined that
the growth rates of most of the invertebrates in the
McMurdo Sound area are extremely low.

The fourth biological party that was able to start
its work in September was that of Dr. Robert Be-
noit, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, who is studying
the physiology of soil microorganisms. The microbi-
ology and chemistry of Lakes Bonney and Vanda were
examined periodically during September, October,
and November. Using a SIPRE corer to drill a 10-cm
hole in the lake ice, water samples were obtained at
different depths by means of a ZoBell sampler. Some
ice cores were saved for later examination in the
United States. The chemical studies emphasized
changes in the oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur cycles
of the two lakes. Culture incubation and pure culture
studies were conducted at the McMurdo biological
laboratory. The data indicate a clearcut relationship
among the physical, chemical, and biological param-
eters of the lakes.

A six-man group from the University of Califor-
nia (Davis) under the direction of Dr. Robert E.
Feeney undertook protein studies on fish and pen-
guins. By the end of October, 500 Trematoinus borch-
grevinki had been caught and 50 Adélie penguin eggs
had been collected (at Cape Hallett) plus 3 frozen
emperor penguin eggs (at Cape Crozier). Additional
collections made in November for blood and muscle
samples included specimens of T. borchgrevinki
(750), T. bernacchii (30), T. hansoni (1), and T.
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centronotus (1). The carcasses of two Dissostichus

mawsoni recovered from a seal yielded 10 ml of blood
each. The collecting and biochemical studies con-
tinued until mid-December, when the research party
returned to the United States.

Dr. Donald B. Siniff, University of Minnesota, and
two assistants arrived in early November to study the
population dynamics of seals. A portable laboratory
was established at Hutton Cliffs, about 7.5 miles from
Hut Point, to instrument seals with miniature radio
transmitters. Blood samples were obtained from 1
crabeater and 44 Weddell seals at locations around
Ross Island and in the vicinity of Hallett Station.
Data were gathered on the activity patterns of fe-
male Weddells with pups. Several transects were
flown between Hutton Cliffs and Cape Royds to de-
termine the optimum altitude for photographic seal
censuses; 2,000 feet was selected for the flights, to
be conducted later in the season.

Mr. Robert Wood, representing Dr. W. J . L. Sla-
den of Johns Hopkins University, led the group study-
ing the bird population at Cape Crozier. The re-
searchers were airlifted to their field camp in mid-
October; from then until the end of November, they
recovered over 100 skuas of known age and observed
about 40 which appeared to be establishing breeding
territory. By the end of November, more than two-
thirds of previously banded mates of known-age
Adélies had returned to the rookery, and a somewhat
greater proportion of adult breeders from two con-
trol groups. As in past years, daily histories were com-
piled of known-age nests; 50 control nests were fol-
lowed in the most disturbed areas of the rookery and
100 in undisturbed areas. Grids were established
around 100 adult breeding pairs whose locations were
plotted periodically.

By the end of December, 938 Adélies of known age
(2-7 years) had been observed. The 138 of these that
had bred were observed daily. Two visits were made to
the emperor penguin rookery, where 125 chicks were
banded. Observations of leopard seal predation on
Adélies were made continuously until mid-December.

Members of the Johns Hopkins group made brief
visits to the Dailey Islands, The Strand Moraines, and
Cape Evans to look for breeding skuas reared at
Crozier. At Cape Evans, a skua hatched at Crozier
in 1962-1963 was found on a nest with two eggs.
Two other Crozier birds, 5 and 6 years old, were
paired and defending territories but had no eggs.

Mr. Edmund Schofield of Ohio State University
and a student assistant conducted a second season
of research into the nutritional factors affecting the
growth of lichens and algae. Study areas established
during the 1967-1968 summer were revisited, and
samples of soil, water, algae, mosses, lichens, rocks,
and bird excreta were obtained and placed in cold

.\ ;i . i' lo) /f)

Mr. Schofield of OSU measuring radiation in Miers
Valley as part of a biological project directed by

Dr. E. Rudolph.

storage for later laboratory study. The first week of
field work was spent at the Kar Plateau, where plant
growth was found to be relatively abundant, con-
sisting of a wide range of species, particularly lichens.
Micro- and macrometeorological data were collected
in an effort to correlate species distribution with cli-
matic factors.

A study of biological weathering was undertaken
by Dr. Fiorenzo C. Ugolini, University of Washing-
ton, and an assistant. In late October, the team
set up camp in Taylor Valley in conjunction with a
geological party from the same university, and the
two groups worked together while studying soil pro-
files. Later, Dr. Ugolini established a study site at
Cape Armitage and visited several sites in the Mc-
Murdo Sound area. Psychrometer cups and thermis-
tors were installed, and soil, moss, and lichen sam-
ples were collected at The Flat Iron, Kar Plateau,
and Marble Point.

Mr. William J . Voss, Bernice P. Bishop Museum,
with an assistant, collected arthropods in the Mc-
Murdo Sound area (instead of the Fosdick Moun-
tains as originally planned).

Arriving on December 1, a three-man group from
the University of South Dakota led by Dr. Raymond
D. Dillon obtained 57 soil and meltwater samples to
isolate and enumerate Protozoa, and additional sam-
ples for chemical and enumeration studies. For a
comparative study of chemical and ecological pa-
rameters as related to the protozoan fauna of lakes,
four culture and duplicate Millipore slides were made
from surface and subsurface collections taken in 11
lakes. Ice samples from Coast Lake were studied to
identify a possible chemical stratification and/or con-
tributions made by skua droppings. Twenty fish-
blood slides were prepared in cooperation with Dr.
Feeney's group from the University of California
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(Davis). Soil collected by Dr. Ugolini of the Univer-
sity of Washington was examined for the presence of
soil protozoans at iiieasured depths to 30 cm. Late
in December, the group boarded USCGC Burton
Island for Hallett and further work there.

In mid-October, two researchers representing Dr.
Stephen Porter of the University of Washington be-
gan a study of weathering and soil-forming processes
in the dry valleys west of McMurdo Station. The first
camp was established at 1,000 in altitude on the
north wall of Taylor Valley from which 10 days of
field work was carried out. Both moraines and bed-
rock were sampled for later laboratory analysis. Two
large pits were opened in glacial till to depths
of 180 and 120 cm, and at least four distinct layers
were identified in each. No ice-cemented permafrost
was encountered in these pits. Other pits were dug,
including one in the lateral moraine of Matterhorn
Glacier, and temperatures were recorded at various
depths. Three additional camps were established in
November.

Dr. Boris G. Lopatin, the Soviet exchange scientist
who spent the past winter at McMurdo Station, re-
sumed his study of the basement complex in the dry
valleys. In October, he spent eight days in detailed in
vestigations of the Lake Bonney area, then visited
Wright and Victoria Valleys. Conformity was estab-
lished between gneiss and marble-schist sequences,
with an intermediate gneiss-schist sequence. Gneisses,
with widespread granitization and migmatization, give
way to porphyroblastic granodiorites in many locali-
ties. Early in November, Dr. Lopatiri joined a geologi-
cal group from Texas Technological College to par-
ticipate in the Ellsworth Land Survey.

Also working in the dry valleys, Dr. Scott B. Smith-
son from the University of Wyoming and four assist-
ants continued a study of the basement rocks begun
last season. Two members of the group worked on the
preparation of a detailed geological map of the
metasediments in the region of Mount Insel. Map-
ping of the highly deformed schist and gneiss units
confirmed the existence of a third fold system, in ad-
dition to the two identified last season. Gneiss Point
was visited for three days in December to gather
structural information, and a 10-day reconnaissance
survey was begun of the Royal Society Range.

Meanwhile, the other three members of Dr. Smith-
son's group deployed to Wright Valley, where two of
them studied the Asgard sedimentary rocks (which
also show two, or probably three, periods of folding)
while one worked at Meserve Glacier. Studies were
made of the relationships between augen gneiss and
the Larsen granodiorite and of the nature of the
augen gneiss-metasediment contact. More data were
collected on the steep gravity gradient along the west
coast of McMurdo Sound.

Dr. George Denton, American Geographical So-

ciety, returned with an assistant for a second year of
study of the glacial geology and chronology of the
McMurdo Sound region. During November, glacial
deposits were mapped at Cape Bird and in three of
the dry valleys. Six samples, including one from an
interglacial deposit, were collected for radiocarbon
dating. In December, the mapping of upper Taylor
Valley, Mount Morning, and Mount Discovery was
completed. It was concluded that the ice sheet of
East Antarctica is at its maximum since the time
equivalent to the Northern Hemisphere Sangamon
Interglacial.

Dr. Johannes Schroeder of George Washington
University and an assistant made two trips in De-
cember to the Hobbs, Salmon, and Blackwelder Gla-
ciers and adjacent areas in the dry valleys to obtain
materials for studying the genesis of syngenite and
thernardite. Salts were found to occur in layers and
lenses within the moraines from which they (and
overlying and underlying sediments) were sampled.
Similar salt precipitates were found in depressions
on moraines. Dr. Frederic R. Siegel is the principal
investigator on this project.

A four-man group from the University of Maine
led by Drs. Harold Borns and Bradford A. Hall was
placed near Carapace Nunatak on November 16 to
study tillites near the edge of the polar plateau in
order to define the local structure. Their work com-
pleted, the scientists returned to McMurdo on De-
cember 15.

Representatives of the University of Wisconsin
patterned-ground project undertook the annual
servicing of the automatic-recording equipment and
the measuring of contraction stakes. Some sampling
and field studies were carried out at Hobbs Glacier
by Dr. Robert F. Black, the principal investigator on
this project, and an assistant.

A team from Ohio State University led by Dr.
Parker E. Calkin investigated the glacial geology of
Wright Valley. In addition to making field observa-
tions, they resurveyed movement, accumulation, and
ablation stakes inserted in the Packard Glacier in
1961 and in the adjacent barchan dunes of Victoria
Lower Valley. Seismic traverses were completed in
late December across Meserve Glacier and adjacent
lateral moraines. The preliminary results suggest two
major advances of the inland ice from the west, fol-
lowed by three invasions from a former Ross Sea ice
sheet. The latter were interspersed in time (out of
phase) with two major alpine glacier advances.

Another team from Ohio State, led by Dr. Ter-
ence Hughes, arrived at its Meserve Glacier camp on
November 9 to undertake a glaciological study. Upon
arrival, two level notches were chopped into the
glacier, one to serve as a helicopter landing pad, and
the other as a platform for a gasoline-powered drill-
ing rig that arrived on November 27. At first, drill-
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OSU glaciological party at Meserve Glacier.

ing fluid kept seeping into cracks in the glacier, but
dry coring was begun on December 8 and the bore-
hole was completed successfully. At another site,
6 in of augers and the accompanying drill bit were
lost, but drilling continued in a 30-rn borehole using
the SIPRE core barrel. The tunnel at Meserve Gla-
cier was reopened and found to be unsafe beyond
6 m.

Working with New Zealand scientists at their new
station at Lake Vanda, Dr. Irving Friedman, U.S.
Geological Survey, and an assistant drilled through
3.5 rn of the lake's ice and made therm istor-probe
temperature measurements every 1/3 rn to the bottom
at 65 m. The maximum temperature recorded was
28°C. at the bottom. Using a Van Dorn sampler, a
series of water samples was secured for isotopic anal-
ysis, and a 1-foot core was obtained using a gravity
corer. Blue-green clay and a large number of hard,
white, crystalline fragments, possibly gypsum, were
observed. Water samples were collected also from Don
Juan Pond and the source and mouth of Onyx River.
Dried algae were collected from several old lake
strands for C 14 analysis.

Dr. H. J . Harrington, University of New England,
Australia, spent approximately 10 days on the north-
east side of Minna Bluff examining terminal and lat-
eral moraines deposited by a lobe of the Ross Ice
Shelf. He found extensive areas of erratics of Ter-
tiary mud stones probably containing Foraminifera
and pollen. He also discovered erratics of oolitic lime-
stone of a type previously unknown in the Antarctic.
Dr. Harrington also investigated the Beacon Group
in the upper Taylor Glacier area.

The two University of Texas researchers who ar-
rived on the winter flight in early September to re-
activate the geodetic-satellite monitoring station re-
ported 690 data passes of five satellites during three
weeks in October, 945 passes in November, and 987

VFI' Pholo

Dr. H. J. Harrington examining fossiliferous mudstone.

in December. For each pass, Doppler-frequency data
were taken. Atmospheric refraction and analog Dop-
pler frequency, as well as the two signal strength in-
dications for the receiver, were recorded on strip-
charts complete with timing marks. Time and fre-
quency control was obtained by monitoring station
NPG/NLK (Jim Creek, Washington) at 18.6 kHz.

The McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics Co.'s riom-
eter observations progressed satisfactorily. The pho-
tometer was turned off for the summer on October 5.
Two major PCA events occurred in October: one on
the 4th that reached a maximum absorption of 1.5
db., and one that started on October 31 and reached
4.75 db. Another two events occurred in November
(on the 4th and 18th) ; the solar cosmic ray event
of December 3 was fully recorded on all systems.

In late October, a large Forbush decrease was ob-
served at the Bartol Research Foundation's cosmic-
ray laboratory. The November 18 event caused a 15
percent increase in the neutron-counting rate. The
Byrd-McMurdo forward-scatter circuit was discon-
tinued on November 30.

Testing of the Australian gyroscopic theodolite was
carried out in November at McMurdo, Hallett, and
Byrd Stations by Dr. P. V. Angus-Leppan and Mr.
George Bennett of the University of South Wales,
Australia. Studies of optical refraction and tem-
perature gradients were also made at McMurdo arid
Byrd between November 22 and December 7. The
preliminary results appeared to be satisfactory; fur-
ther calibration will be carried out at Christchurch
and Sydney.

On December 2, an aircraft left McMurdo with a
collection of antarctic animals to be used for re-
search and exhibition in the United States. Aboard
the Air Force C-141 Starlifter, in which the tem-
perature was maintained at 0°C. or below through-
out the journey, were 4 Weddell seal pups, 48 Adélie
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and 28 emperor penguins, and 30 skuas. The em-
peror penguins were collected at Cape Roget, north
of Hallett Station, and the Adélies at Cape Hallett.
The skuas and the seals were from the McMurdo
Sound area. The seal pups and two emperor pen-
guins were offloaded at San Diego, California, for
use in research by Drs. Robert Eisner and Gerald
Kooyman. Some of the Adélie nenuins were off-
loaded at Grand Forks, North Dakota, for use in
navigation experiments conducted by Dr. Richard
L. Penney of the New York Zoological Society. Eight
skuas were taken to Johns Hopkins University for
use in Dr. W. J . L. Sladen's studies. The remain-
ing Adélie and emperor penguins were offloaded at
Scott Air Force Base, Illinois, for distribution to the
St. Louis, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, and Detroit Zoos,
which have adequate facilities for the care and ex-
hibit of the animals.

Congressmen George E. Brown, Jr. (D-Calif.),
Laurence J . Burton (R-Utah), and Theodore R.
Kupferman (R-N.Y.) visited Antarctica from De-
cember 11 to 14, 1968, accompanied by Dr. T. 0.
Jones, Special Assistant for Antarctic Affairs to the
Director, National Science Foundation.

Hallett Station
A study of Adélie penguin embryology was re-

sumed in October by Dr. John R. Baker of Iowa
State University and an assistant. Nests were marked
and daily records were kept of the Adélies' group be-
havior. The penguins were filling the Hallett area
more fully this season because of open water close to
the station.

The University of South Dakota party studying
the ecology of protozoans reached the station on Dc-
ceinber 26, having completed work in the McMurdo
Sound area. While at Hallett, they supervised modifi-
cations being made to the biological laboratory, par-
ticularly its water and lighting systems.

Ellsworth Land Survey
The systematic survey known in the past two

seasons as Marie Byrd Land Survey I and II this
season moved into Ellsworth Land, between the Hud-
son and Jones Mountains. Five scientists and four en-
gineers made up the early season's party; Mr. Kerby
LaPrade, Texas Technological College, served as
chief scientist during this period. Like last year, the,
weather was poor, and the move to the Jones Moun-
tains, planned for December, did not materialize that
month.

Botanical investigations, under the supervision of
Dr. Gareth Gilbert, Ohio State University, were con-
ducted throughout the period. By the end of Decem-
ber, the work planned from camp I was 95 percent
complete after visits to about 50 locations where 150
lichen and moss samples were obtained.

In the paleomagnetic survey conducted by Mr.
Akira Shimoyama, Washington University (St.
Louis), representing Dr. H. LeRoy Scharon, 18 ori-
ented samples were collected in the Hudson Moun-
tains in November. In December, 4 sets of rocks (12
samples) were obtained from those mountains and
Thurston Island.

The geological reconnaissance studies, under the
direction of Mr. LaPrade, by the end of November
were 90 percent complete in the Canisteo Penin-
sula, Hudson Mountains, and King Peninsula. After
completing the reconnaissance studies, the party was
evacuated to McMurdo on December 16;1 further ge-
ological studies will be assumed by Dr. Campbell
Craddock of the University of Wisconsin from camp
II early in January.

By the end of December, Dr. Craddock's repre-
sentative during the early part of the season had
obtained samples from 24 rock outcrops on Thurs-
ton Island. Most of the outcrops consisted of granites
and diorites. Metavolcanics and migmatites were also
found on the island.

Dr. Lopatin, the Soviet exchange scientist, par-
ticipated in all of the geological work. He reports
that the Hudson Mountains consist entirely of vol-
canics. The islands are mostly of plutonic rocks, in
chronological order consisting of gneiss and am-
phibolite, metavolcanics, gabbro-diorite and diorite,
biotite-hornblende-quartz diorite and granodiorite,
gray biotite-hornblende granite, several varieties of
light pink granite, dolerite, and porphyry dikes. Nun-
ataks on Thurston Island are very sparse, and about
half of them are inaccessible. The predominate struc-
tural trend is WNW-ESE.

Another foreign scientist, Mr. Fernando Muni-
zaga of Chile, also made geological observations and
collected rock samples for geochronological analysis
on the Ellsworth Land coast and, subsequently, at
Roberts Massif in cooperation with the Texas Tech-
nological College party.

Topographic engineers of the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey, led by Mr. Karlheinz Eissinger, occupied seven
stations in November during 3 1/2 days of work; the
presence of large snow domes slowed their progress.
With improved weather in December (12 working
days) and the availability of two helicopters for topo-
graphic work, the pace improved.

Palmer Station
"Winter" research continued at Palmer in Octo-

ber although temperatures as high as + 7.4°C. were
measured. Ice conditions were light in October, with

' The Texas Technological College party worked at the
Roberts Massif from December 20 to 28, investigating several
Beacon sections and collecting plant fossils.
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sea ice limited to Arthur Harbor; by the end of No-
vember, Arthur Harbor and all points up to 40 miles
from the station were ice-free. A tidal gauge installed
last winter functioned well.

Wildlife, while present in October, had become
abundant by November and included Dominican
gulls, Adélie penguins, giant petrels (all with eggs),
and many gentoo and chinstrap penguins. A hump-
back and a finback whale were sighted, and there was
an abundance of elephant, Weddell, and crabeater
seals.

The main research activity during the past win-
ter, a study of lichen photosynthesis by Dr. Theodore
P. Gannutz of Clark University, continued, with data
being collected on the metabolism of lichens and on
their microclimate. By October, the area's lichens,
mosses, and algae had recovered from winter dam-
age and were conducting respiration and photosyn-
thesis at high rates. Prasiola was observed to require
a constant flow of water for metabolism. Lichens, on
the other hand, metabolized well with water derived
from infrequent wettings. The microcliniatic and me-
teorological observations were terminated on Decem-
ber 1 after 320 days of collections. Preliminary re-
sults of the metabolic studies show that active plant
growth takes place only during summer and fall; the
annual increase in biomass is small.

On December 10, Dr. Gannutz travelled about 12
miles by motor toboggan froni Palmer Station, and
discovered that 98 percent of the trail markers to
the icecap had disappeared completely, probably as
a result of heavy snow accumulation. The trail be-
tween the old and the new station facilities was found
to be in good condition, but increasing crevasse ac-
tivity suggested that it should be moved.

The pace of activities increased in December with
the arrival of USCGC Edisto on the 17th and the
research vessel Hero on the 25th. Two new activities
were a continuation of a study by Dr. Edvard A.
Hemmingsen, University of California (San Diego),
and his associate, Dr. E. L. Douglas, of the physi-
ology of the Chaenichthyidae, and a new program
by Dr. Jesse C. Thompson, Queens College, Charlotte,
North Carolina, studying ciliated protozoans. The re-
searchers made good use of Edisto's arctic survey boat
and helicopters in their
collecting activities.
Hero's activities till the
end of December cen-
tered on trawling in the
vicinity of Arthur Har-

The lichen-photosyn-
thesis program termi-
nated with the departure
of Dr. Gannutz on De-
cember 27.	 Photo: John Dearborn

Byrd Station

October at Byrd was marked by spectacular mag-
netic events and poor weather, but some summer ac-
tivities got under way at the end of the month. Much
of the time was spent in packing and shipping the
preceding winter's data and in instructing the new
arrivals in the operation of the equipment. Also, in
December, 700 ice cores were prepared for ship-
ment to the U.S.A. The summer schedule of meteoro-
logical observations by Weather Bureau personnel
commenced on October 14. Again in December, there
was intense and frequent solar activity.

With the aid of a new transmitter rigged by the
University of Washington representative, it was de-
termined that the 21-mile antenna at Byrd's substa-
tion was broken, but the 10-mile antenna was ap-
parently intact. The D-region sounding program ac-
quired good single-channel data for the first time
during the summer months. In November and De-
cember, additional measurements were made of the
electrical properties of ice by lowering a probe into
the 320-rn deep borehole; one run was made to 380
m in the deepest borehole.

In the Terrestrial Sciences Center's deep-drilling
program, the progress was not as spectacular as last
year. The temperature profile observed in the upper
1,600 m of the 2,104-m hole last season was con-
firmed, demonstrating that the temperature disturb-
ances due to the drilling were very small. A portion
of the drill hole below 1,600 m was surveyed for
deformation due to flow of the ice sheet. Among the
glaciologists and engineers participating in this year's
program were Dr. C. C. Langway and Messrs. B. Lyle
Hansen and Anthony Gow.

Working with the Terrestrial Sciences Center's sci-
entists, Dr. Hans Oeschger and two associates from
the University of Bern, Switzerland, attempted to
collect CO samples from the deep borehole for later
radioisotopic age analysis. Unfortunately, the col-
lecting device, developed especially for this project
at the University of Bern, got stuck in the borehole
and the project had to be cancelled. A 200-in hole
was drilled with a CRREL thermal drill for the pur-
pose of testing a CO2 probe next year.

At Byrd, and also at South Pole Station, Dr. Rich-
ard Penney of the New York Zoological Society re-
leased skuas brought in from McMurdo in a pilot
experiment to determine the birds' homing instinct
and navigational ability. The results were negative.

Plateau Station

Plagued with difficulties throughout the past win-
ter, Plateau had its problems also in October. First,
the fuel system ceased operating as the level in the
storage bladders sank low, requiring a rearrangement
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Robert Mallis, C&GS, checks geomag-
netic instrumentation at Byrd Station.

of the system. Then, on the 9th, the electrically heated
insulation at the fuel-line junction caught fire; that
situation was quickly brought under control.

A highlight in November was the arrival on the
10th of the Japanese traverse party, led by Mr. Masa-
yoshi Murayama, from Showa Station on its way to
the South Pole.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey's geomagnetic
program continued on schedule, with only one day of
data lost in October. The program was closed down
on December 10. Activities in the Natick Laborato-
ries' micrometeorological program increased with the
arrival of sunlight and milder temperatures. The wind
transmitters, which had given problems at bearing
interfaces during the winter, functioned better as the
accumulation of hoarfrost on the instruments dimin-
ished. Other instruments, including those of the Uni-
versity of Melbourne, Australia, operated well or
with few problems. In December, all the radiation
instruments were calibrated.

The meteorological observer noted that on Octo-
ber 5, the temperature fell below - 100°F. for the
118th day in 1968. The minimum temperature in Oc-
tober, —80°C. (-112.0°F.), was a new record low
for that month. Net snow accumulation in October
was + 0. 15 cm, in November —0.07 cm, and in De-
cember +0.49 cm. Remeasurement on November 28
of the large 99-stake field showed a net accumulation
of + 9.21 cm since January 1968. The meteorological
observations were discontinued on December 31.

A climatological summary for 1968 includes the
following data:

Total snow accumulation, + 10.53 cm.
Average station-level pressure, 17.967 in.
Average air temperature, —57.4°C. (—.71.1°F.).
Maximum air temperature, —24.8°C. - 12.4°F.).
Minimum air temperature, —86.2°C. (-123.1°F.).
Average surface wind, 10.3 knots.
Maximum wind gust, 42 knots.

VLF Laboratory at Byrd substation.

NF Photos

Helical antenna used by Stanford University for track-
ing the Alouette II satellite.

There was no change in the various very-low-fre-
quency programs in October. By early December,
most of them had been closed down.

The Navy doctor continued his medical observa-
tions but EKG records had to be discontinued when
the equipment failed. Urinalyses on the eight sta-
tion members, while normal in most respects, re-
vealed that one individual had developed a scat-
tered number of oxalate crystals and that two mem-
bers who previously had significant numbers of these
crystals now showed no evidence of them.

South Pole Station
Pole Station researchers reported normal opera-

tions in all disciplines in October. During November,
the emphasis was on surveying the needs of their
projects and starting preparations for next winter.
Leaks which appeared during the past winter in the
science-building roof caused water damage to books,
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Radiosonde-ozonesonde-radiometersonde being

launched at South Pole (see text).

equipment, and some filmed data and rendered part
of the building useless. Some offices were shifted to
avoid the leaks and icy floors and some shoring-up of
roof structures was accomplished.

A high point during the summer was the arrival
of the Japanese traverse party on December 19. After
a week's stay, the Japanese departed again for coastal
Showa Station via Plateau Station.

Also on December 19, a skua was sighted. It re-
mained long enough for several close-up photos to
be taken, but it was not possible to ascertain if the
bird had been banded.

Most projects in the Weather Bureau's program
were operational by November 29. During that
month, 57 of 59 rawinsonde burst observations av-
eraged 28,432 m, with several flights exceeding 30
km in altitude. In other activities, the Weather Bu-
reau personnel checked the orientation of the GMD
radar with a series of 17 sunshots, installed and cali-
brated new albedo and normal-incidence sensors,
and conducted 7 radiometersonde flights. Three
times in December, a Weather Bureau radiosonde,
an electrochemical-concentration-cell ozonesonde, and
a radiometersonde were flown simultaneously to an
average burst height of 24,457 m. Other observations
in December included surface ozone, recordings with
the Dobson spectrophotometer, surface radiation, ra-
diometersonde flights, carbon-dioxide sampling, snow
pH and conductivity, atmospheric electricity, and
snow-stake measurements.

In the ESSA Research Laboratories' riometer pro-
gram, operations were irregular, especially in the 30
MHz unit. The micropulsation equipment was over-
hauled in November and made operational. Regular
soundings were begun in the ionospheric program at
the end of November. In the ionospheric transient-
phenomena program, 7-MHz equipment brought
from Plateau Station was activated on December 6,
the day after the original 6-MHz transmitter had
been adjusted and put hack in operation. Some prob-
lems still persisted in this equipment by year's end.

Operations were normal in the Coast and Geodetic
Survey's magnetic and seismological programs. Ex-
tensive modifications were made in the recording and
display equipment following the arrival of the new
observer.

The Bartol Research Foundation's cosmic-ray
equipment operated well. On November 18, a 25 per-
cent increase in the neutron-counting rate was ob-
served at the start of a 3-day radio blackout. The
forward-scatter program was terminated with the
shutdown of the Byrd Station transmitters on No-
vember 30. An astronomical observation program was
launched on November 12 with an average of four
observations per day, increasing to five per day in
December.
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Logistic Support Activities

December 1, 1968—January 15, 1969

Operations in this period may be termed a mea-
sured success. While heavy ice in the Ross Sea severely
hampered ship operations—delaying resupply work
there and disrupting the schedule for this season's
portion of the International Weddell Sea Oceano-
graphic Expedition—other activities progressed well.
Field work remained generally on schedule, about
half of the construction planned for this season was
completed by mid-January, and photomapping
flights were well rewarded. Two good portents for
the remainder of the season were the arrivals in Ant-
arctica of a fifth LC-130 Hercules for Antarctic De-
velopment Squadron Six and of the National Science
Foundation vessel Hero, which has commenced op-
erations in the Antarctic Peninsula region.

Ross Sea Ship Operations

The three Coast Guard icebreakers initially as-
signed to the Ross Sea—Burton Island, Southwind,
and Glacier—reached the edge of the fast ice in
McMurdo Sound on December 3, and commenced
carving out a channel to Winter Quarters Bay. At
that time, they were 40 miles from Hut Point—more
than twice the distance of last season, when (on No-
vember 29) only 17 miles of ice lay between the
icebreakers and their objective. Although this is a
heavy ice year, more was encountered in 1962, when
the channel was begun 63 miles out. The two expe-
riences are not strictly comparable, however, because
in 1962 the ships had arrived off the fast ice on No-
vember 6. Actually, conditions this season more
closely resemble those of Deep Freeze I, when 38
miles of ice were met with on December 27, 1955.

The extent of the fast ice is only one of three
uncontrollable factors that affect the cutting of the
McMurdo channel. Another is the thickness of the
ice. Like the extent of the ice, the thickness is related
to climatic conditions during the previous winter.
The third factor is the weather at the time the chan-
nel is being cut. With moderate temperatures, off-
shore winds will cause the broken [ce, or brash, to
move out of the channel. Contrary winds, or a lack
of wind, and lower temperatures will allow the brash
to remain in place and refreeze.

All three factors were unfavorable this year. By
December 17, when the icebreakers had worked their
way to within five miles of Hut Point, they were en-
countering ice 8-9 feet thick, and the brash was not
being blown out of the channel. While the two Wind-
class icebreakers, Burton Island and Southwind, con-
tinued to push the channel forward, the more pow-

-
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Because of heavy ice, USNS Alatna had to moor off
Hut Point to unload fuel on her first trip. At right is

icebreaker Burton Island.

erful Glacier reworked the already cut portions so
as to keep them navigable and the brash loose enough
that favorable winds—when they came—might drive
the broken ice out to sea.

For icebreakers working in heavy ice, there is al-
ways the danger that fragments may become entan-
gled in the propellers and damage the blades. On
December 18, Southwind experienced severe vibra-
tion on the starboard drive shaft. Divers who braved
the chilly waters found the cause to be a broken pro-
peller blade. With one screw thus rendered useless,
the ship had to withdraw and be sent to a yard for
repairs. Channel cutting was suspended while Burton
Island and Glacier began escorting Southwind out of
McMurdo Sound. It was slow going at first, but two
days later, they reached the edge of the fast ice.
There, Southwind transferred fuel to the other ships
before the three icebreakers continued through the
drifting pack ice of the Ross Sea. On December 22.
they broke into open water, and Southwind set out
alone for Wellington.

Glacier remained at the edge of the pack to await
the arrival of two resupply vessels—the tanker USNS
Alatna, which had sailed from Port Lyttelton on De-
cember 23, and USNS Put. John R. Towle, a cargo
ship that had left the same port on Christmas Day.
While Glacier waited, Burton Island carried out a
resupply mission to Hallett Station, which task was
completed on December 26; she then returned to
McMurdo Sound, arriving off the channel entrance
on December 28, the same day that Glacier met
Alatna and Towle south of Scott Island, at approxi-
mately 68°S. 177°W.

Alatna originally had been scheduled to leave Port
Lyttelton on December 18, but her departure was
delayed because of the bad ice conditions. Also, her
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loading was changed, diesel oil needed by Glacier
being substituted for some of the aviation fuel pre-
viously taken aboard. The day after rendezvous, Gla-
cier was refueled, and the three ships proceeded to-
ward McMurdo Sound, where they arrived at the
edge of the fast ice on the first day of the new year.
Towle was left here while Glacier and Alatna joined
Burton Island, which had been reworking the chan-
nel since her return on December 28. It took six
days for the two icebreakers to escort the tanker
through the fast ice. On January 6, Alatna moored
abeam Hut Point and commenced pumping fuel
ashore. The annual ship resupply had begun, but it
was much delayed.

Having delivered a full load of fuel, Alatna
quickly set out for New Zealand to take on another,
but she fell casualty to the ice on the way. On Janu-
ary 10, she reported damage to her propeller blades
that reduced her speed in open water to 10 knots.
Glacier, which had escorted Alatna northward, re-
turned to resume running the channel to prevent re-
freezing. As mid-January approached, Burton Island
started to break out the ice in Winter Quarters Bay
while Towle continued to wait at the north end of
the channel.

The delays caused by the heavy ice will necessitate
a rearrangement of schedules. Alatna had reached
Hut Point 11 days behind the planned date and was
further delayed by the damage to her propulsion
system. Towle, which originally had been scheduled
to arrive at McMurdo on New Year's Day, had not
entered the channel by mid-month. Unless the time
can be made up, shipping operations will have to
continue into the first week of March. More serious
will be the effect on the International Weddell Sea
Oceanographic Expedition, in which Glacier was to
be the principal participant. Glacier's original sched-
ule had called for brief service in the Ross Sea to end
with her departure from McMurdo on December 5
for Valparaiso, Chile, there to refit quickly and pro-
ceed to the Weddell Sea via Punta Arenas. Her
oceanographic work in the Weddell Sea was to have
commenced on January 6, but on that day, Glacier,
along with Burton Island, had just succeeded in bring-
ing Alatna up to Hut Point. As of this writing, Glacier
is scheduled to depart from Punta Arenas for the
Weddell Sea on February 12, but it remains uncertain
how much of the original plan can be accomplished.

Aerial Support Operations
It was fortunate, however, that such heavy ice was

not encountered in the seasons just past. Several times
in prior summers, it has been necessary to curtail air
operations during December while awaiting the ar-
rival of the first tanker. The gradual—and fore-
sighted—increase in fuel storage capacity at Mc-
Murdo Station has made it possible to stock sufficient

fuel to meet an emergency of this sort. Even though
Alatna was 11 days behind schedule, no reduction of
air activity resulted.

In fact, December 1968 included what is believed
to be the busiest week in the history of Antarctic De-
velopment Squadron Six (VXE-6): between Decem-
ber 15 and 22, the squadron logged 574 flight hours,
delivered 607 tons of cargo and petroleum products
to inland stations, and transported 286 passengers. In
addition, the members of the squadron's pararescue
team made 40 practice jumps.

The types of missions flown during this busy week
were representative of those flown earlier in the sea-
son. Many of the passengers carried by VXE-6 are
scientists engaged in field research. The largest of the
field parties this year is the Ellsworth Land Survey,'
which is conducting a third season of niultidiscipli-
nary research in the coastal regions of West Ant-
arctica.

By the middle of December, scientific investigations
in the vicinity of the survey's first camp had been
completed, and it was time to move on. Instead of
moving the four Jamesway huts from one research
site to the next, new huts were flown out and erected
at the second location. This phase of the move was
completed on December 22. The old camp was then
dismantled and the buildings brought back to Mc-
Murdo Station for future use. Some 12,000 pounds of
scientific equipment, as well as the gear of the Army
helicopter detachment that supports the survey in
the field, were transferred between the campsites by
LC-130F, with the last relocation flight made on
January 10. A fuel cache was also established on
Thurston Island, where a tent camp will be set U

toward the end of the season so that the topographic
engineers may finish some work not completed last
season.

Since 1960, the Navy has depended heavily upon
four LC-130F Hercules aircraft for its logistic sup-
port activities. Season after season, they have carried
heavy burdens and flown hundreds of hours apiece
under trying conditions. This year, a new ski-
equipped Hercules, an "R" model, joined the four
veterans. The LC-130R arrived at Williams Field on
December 17 and made its first flight over the Ant-
arctic Continent the following day.

Photoniapping
This year's photomapping plan emphasized the

Antarctic Peninsula. Flights over the Peninsula de-
part from either Byrd Station or Punta Arenas, Chile,
both of which are quite distant from the objective.

'Known in 1966-1967 and 1967-1968 as Marie Byrd
Land Survey and Marie Byrd Land Survey II, respectively;
the name of this season's effort merely reflects the geo-
graphic progress made in the long-term program.
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(Left) VXE-6 pararescue-
man leaps from LC-130.
His January 9th jump
from 12,500 feet was a
record for the McMurdo
area. (L. Navy Photo by
J. II. Jenkins)

(Right) LC-130F over

Williams Field. ((S. Nary
Photo by C. H. Jackson)

For this reason, the photoconfigured Hercules is
equipped with a 3,600-gallon fuselage tank. 2 The
extra fuel permits the LC-130F to remain in the air
for 15 hours, with the additional time contributing
to greater range or more time over the photo area.
Photographing the Antarctic Peninsula is often an
arduous and frustrating experience for the 12-man
crews because of the area's notoriously bad weather.
Only too often, the aircraft arrives over the objec-
tive to find it obscured by clouds. Last season, for
example, only 12 clear days were recorded. Between
December 21 and 31, however, a Hercules operating
from Punta Arenas had a spell of good luck and com-
pleted 2,200 miles of flight lines before a fuel leak
obliged it to fly to McMurdo Station for repairs.
That accomplishment accounted for some 30 percent
of this season's planned photography. Aerial photog-
raphy elsewhere for mapping and other purposes also
met with success, so that fully half of the 1968-1969
photo program had been completed by mid-January.

Antarctic Peninsula Activities
Unlike the three icebreakers struggling to cut a

channel in the ice of McMurdo Sound, the fourth
Coast Guard icebreaker in this season's operation
enjoyed more favorable circumstances in the Ant-
arctic Peninsula sector, and was able to remain on
schedule despite some mechanical problems. Edisto
sailed from Punta Arenas on December 14. During
her second day out, she monitored by radio the first
attempt by aviator Max Conrad to cross the Drake
Passage to Adelaide Island, an effort he had to give
up at a reported latitude of 65°15'S., after he had
descended to low altitude in fog and rain. That night,
the weather worsened for Edisto—on one roll, green
water entered an air intake and disabled a main pro-
pulsion generator. As two of the six engines in her
diesel-electric propulsion system had failed earlier,
this mishap reduced Edisto's icebr'eaking capability
to 20 percent of normal. Fortunately, the ice condi-

2 In the squadron's other camera-equipped aircraft, a
C-121J, a rubber fuel cell rather than a metal tank is in-
stalled in the fuselage (cf. Antarctic Journal, vol. III, no. 6,
p. 228).

41`^_`

tions at Palmer Station had moderated from those
existing just several days before, and Edisto entered
an ice-free Arthur Harbor on the 17th.

Among the first tasks were disembarking Platoon
Alpha of Naval Construction Battalion Unit 201—
which has as its main project the erection of a sec-
ond building for the permanent facility—and dis-
charging deck cargo into LCVPs for delivery to Pal-
mer Station's wharf. But before Edisto could com-
plete unloading operations and proceed with replen-
ishing the station's fuel stocks, a temporary setback
was suffered. On December 18, a faulty heater
spilled oil and started a flash fire that razed the 24-
section Jamesway hut that served as the construction
party's barracks. By good fortune, few of the Seabees
were in the building when the fire started, and no
one was injured in escaping or combating the blaze,
although the Seabees lost all their extra clothing and
other personal gear.

The fire losses were quickly compensated. A small
group that had departed for the old station site
shortly before the fire immediately turned from its
original tasks to emptying and disassembling one of
three goods-filled Jarnesways located in a depression
behind the former station. Contents and building
components were delivered to the new station in
cargo nets slung beneath the ship's helicopters. Re-
location of the two other Jamesways was completed
the next day despite intermittent snow flurries and
minor damage to one of the two Nay helicopters.
Meanwhile, the ship made clothing and other ne-
cessities available from its stores, and these items,
along with some recovered from the old station, made
up most personal losses. Within two days, there was
little visible evidence of the near disaster, and the
Seabees had resumed pre-construction preparations.
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Palmer Station in winter, viewed from Arthur Harbor.

The removal of the three Jamesways, though ac-
celerated by the fire, was intended in any event as
part of a program to restore the former station site
to as natural a condition as possible. This conserva-
tion effort is essentially a station responsibility, but
it necessarily requires much assistance by icebreaker
personnel. While in Arthur Harbor, Edisto also made
her helicopters and boats available for scientific field
work. A notable result in one week's work from
the arctic survey boat was the collection of five Chae-
nichthyidae—a greater number than was taken in
all of last summer.

On December 21, when Edisto shifted anchorage
to refill the station's fuel tanks, Max Conrad landed
his ski-equipped Piper Aztec on the glacier above
Palmer Station, touching down at 2128. During the
two days he stayed at Palmer, he was aided by mem-
bers of the ship's force in repairing damage done to
a wheel assembly on landing. Having refueled his
aircraft, he set out on December 23, at 1801, for
Adelaide Island, which had been the announced goal
of his first attempt to reach Antarctica .3 Shortly be-
fore his departure, Palmer Station was overflown
by the photomapping Hercules of VXE-6.

On December 25, Hero arrived at Palmer Station,
which is to be the new research vessel's home port in
the Antarctic. Since Palmer observes Eastern Stan-
dard time, Hero finished threading her way through
the offshore ice pack in time for her crew to join
with the station's personnel in observing Christmas
Eve.

On December 27, Edisto departed Arthur Harbor
for Punta Arenas, where she arrived on the 30th with
three of Palmer Station's winter complement aboard.
(Reliefs for the remaining winter support personnel
were coming south on USNS Wyandot, which had
departed Davisville, R. I., on December 24 with
4,649 measurement tons of cargo for Palmer and
McMurdo.) Edisto remained at Punta Arenas for
about a week before setting out again for Palmer,

'Mr. Conrad reached Adelaide Island safely, but after
remaining there several weeks, he gave up his round-the-
world flight, citing mechanical problems, doubts about
the weather, and unfamiliarity with antarctic flying.

Max Conrad about to depart for Adelaide Island.

A

U.S. Nary Photo

Traverse vehicles of Japanese Antarctic Research
Expedition at South Pole.

where she took wire-drag soundings of the ap-
proaches to Arthur Harbor. On her way to Palmer,
Edisto called at Deception Island.

The cargo ship Wyandot, carrying general sup-
plies and construction materials to Palmer, reached
Punta Arenas on January 13. This was 10 days later
than originally scheduled, and the delay contributed
to the fact that construction at Palmer Station was
only 18 percent completed by mid-January, rather
than the 31 percent scheduled. Work was progress-
ing, however, on blasting and leveling a foundation
pad for the combination recreation/garage/ware-
house building, the construction of a road from the
wharf to the site for the second building, and the
construction of a helicopter pad and a small-boat
landing ramp to the east of the wharf, 4 although
difficulties with the construction vehicles caused some
frustration.

The boat ramp and helicopter pad were erroneously
reported in Antarctic Journal vol. III, no, 3, p. 57 as having
been constructed last season.
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Activities at Other Stations

Construction at the other stations was proceed-
ing satisfactorily. At McMurdo, close to half of the
season's work was done by mid-January, and the sta-
tion command, Antarctic Support Activities, was pro-
gressively taking beneficial occupancy of portions of
the personnel building. All work that it is feasible to
accomplish at Byrd Station during Deep Freeze 69
has been completed. The installation of the water-
distillation plant at Hallett Station was postponed
until Deep Freeze 70; instead, a major rehabilitation
of the power plant at South Pole Station will be un-
dertaken. As of January 15, about 48 percent of the
total construction program for this season had been
completed.

Hallett Station, which was resupplied by Burton
Island in late December, had previously enjoyed an
aerial link with McMurdo. During early summer,
the fast ice of Moubray Bay is thick enough to sup-
port aircraft, but by the end of November the ice be-
gins to weaken under the influence of the spring
sun and rising temperatures. This season, the runway
was closed on December 1. The last flight had taken
off the day before with seals and birds aboard. At
Williams Field, the animals from Cape Hallett were
added to others collected in the McMurdo Sound
region for shipment to zoos and research institutions
in the United States.

Summer warmth also affects the ice of McMurdo
Sound, but, because Williams Field is 400 miles south
of Cape Hallett, the deterioration occurs somewhat
later, and the sea-ice runway has been known to re-
main usable throughout the season. Despite the heavy
ice conditions this season, the sun had begun to make
itself felt by the end of December. On January 4,
the road constructed over the fast ice out to the run-
way was closed to traffic, but the runway itself re-
mained usable.

Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station received some
long-awaited visitors on December 19—the Japanese
traverse party that had stopped briefly at Plateau
Station a month earlier. While at the South Pole, the
members of the traverse party repaired and over-
hauled their vehicles and gained a little well-earned
rest. They remained long enough to participate in the
Christmas festivities, including an exchange of gifts,
leaving after Christmas dinner. The traverse party is
expected to stop at Plateau Station again in mid-
January, shortly before that station is scheduled to
be deactivated. The Navy has stored fuel for the
Japanese vehicles at both stations.

A post-Christmas guest was Sir Arthur Porritt,
Governor-General of New Zealand. He and his party
arrived at McMurdo on January 5, and departed for
New Zealand on the 10th.

Eltanin Cruise 36

Departing Adelaide on October 18, 1968, Eltanin
headed south along longitude 140°E. Stations were
made about every degree of latitude. She crossed
the Southeast Indian Rise, advanced to 62°S. 140°E.1
and then headed east to 150°E. on courses varying
according to ice conditions. After covering the areas
of the South Australian Basin and the South Tasma-
nia Rise, the ship headed towards Wellington, passing
over the Emerald Basin, the Campbell Plateau, and
the New Zealand shelf. Mr. Walter Seelig of the
Office of Antarctic Programs was the U.S. Antarctic
Research Program Representative.

Seven scientific programs were carried out during
the cruise: primary productivity, zooplankton, and
phytoplankton studies (Texas A&M University) ; a
meteorological program (Bureau of Meteorology,
Melbourne, and the Weather Bureau, ESSA) ; geo-
physics and hydrography (Lamont Geological Observ-
atory) marine geology (Florida State University)
a radiocarbon project (University of Washington)
and ecological studies (Australian National Antarctic
Research Expeditions).

The biologists from Texas A&M used a new incu-
bator that proved very successful. It employs 115–
nil  round-bottom flasks instead of the usual 250-iii
bottles, pennitting more constant and controlled
light to reach the samples, which are illuminated
from below.

The Weather Bureau, in charge of meteorological
observations since the beginning of the Eltanin
cruises, withdrew from the program at the end of
this cruise. Its responsibilities will be assumed by the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology as of Cruise 37.

Lamont's geophysical program obtained excellent
seismic data until the compressor failed near the end
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Of the cruise, after which no seismic records could
be obtained. The computer portion of the gravity
equipment was in good working order for the entire
cruise.

A second group from Laiiiont continued the
hydrographic program. Eleven Nansen casts, 33 STD
lowerings, and 44 hydro stations were made. The
original plan was to use the STD on three out of four
stations due to a shortage of reliable therniometers
for use with the Nansen bottles. By the final leg of
the cruise, the STD was used almost continuall y due
to thermometer loss and iiialfimnction.

The marine geology )rogramii of Florida State
University recovered 38 cores, including 28 trigger
cores. Two successful trawls yielded 17 rocks. A
special objective was the collection of nianganese
nodules, of which approximately 300-350 pounds
were obtained.

Representatives of the University of Washington
measured the amount of radiocarbon in seawater as
part of a wider study of radioactive carbon in the
Earth's atimiosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere. They
used a 60-1 sampler of stainless steel to collect large
samples of water for carbon-dioxide extraction.

A representative of the Australian National Ant-
arctic Research Expeditions continued his observa-
tions of birds. He notes in his report that, from April
through September, no albatrosses were observed
south of the Antarctic Convergence. B y mid-October,
these birds were found to be ilioving southward and,
in December,ber, two sj )ecies—tl me black-browed albatross
(Dlomcdca in c/a a op/iris) and the lighit-mi man t led sooty
albatross (Phoebe/na palpebrata' ---were observed
as far south iii the pack ice as 62 0 58.6'S. at

54° 59.3'E.

Record Helicopter Flight

On November 27, 1968, two LH-34 helicopters of
VXE-6 (then \7X-6' made the longest nonstop
helicopter flight in the histor y of antarctic aviation.
The 395-miiile flight front McMurdo to Hallett Station
was undertaken to provide assistance in all

 prograiii. Front Hallett, at -/2"'18'S.
170'18'E.. the helicopters flew to nearby Cape Roget
(71 0 59'S. 170 0 31'E.)  , where time crews aided USARP
scientists in collecting 28 emperor peilgilills for ship-
miment to ZOOS and research institutions in the 'United
States.

The caged penguins subsequentl y were flown by
LC-130F front Hallett to McMurdo for transfer to
the Air Force C-141 that brought thenu to the United
States. The helicopter pilots were Lt. Coittdr. T.
Chider, Lt. E. Freeman, Lt. P. Thomas, and Lt.
(jg.) J . Wilson.

Second SCAR Biology Symposium

WILLIAM S. BENNINGIJOFF

1)ipa n/in eat of Botan'
(p,, ii 'e rn/v of Mid, igan

an(l
I-1lRIuER1 SIIEPI.ER

Committct , on Polar Resea re/i
National Acath',ni' of Sciences

The Second SCAR Biology Symposium was held
from Jul y 28 to August 3, 1968, at the Scott Polar
Research Institute, Cambrid ge, England. The symli-
1)osiummmi, whose central theme was antarctic ecology,
was sponsored by the Scientific Committeeittee on Ant-
arctic Res'arcli and the I miternational Union of Bi-
ological Sciences in collaboration with the Special
Committee for the I nternatiomtal Biological Program.

Attended I)y approximately 150 scientists from 17
countries, the symposium opened with an address of
welcoimie by Dr. Laurence M. Gould, President of
SCAR, and an address by 1)r. C. de Q . Robin, Sec-
retarv of SCAR amid Director of the Scott Polar Re-
search Institute.

In his address, 1)r. Gould recalled that the First
SCAR Biology Sviiiposiumimm was held in Paris in 1962.
1)umring the period since that immeeting, interest in ant-
arctic biolo y had been growing. 'I'll(- participants at
the Cambridge mmieeting were afforded the rare 01)-
)0rt1tmiity of talking w i th a large segmiment of the bi-
ologists active in antarctic studies representing all
the nations that conduct antarctic programs.

The first session was devoted to reviewing the high-
lights of the antarctic biological programs since 1962.
Each of the 14 subseqeimt sessions dealt with a specific
aspect of antarctic ecology. The emphasis was on
ecosystemmis, with sessions devoted to past environ-
ments, floras and faunas, soils and microbiology,
terrestrial vegetation and animimals, freshwater and
mimarine ecosvsteiims, ecology and population dynamics
of seals and cetaceans, ecology and population dy-
miami mics of birds, adaptation in marine animmials, and
adaptation in terrestrial organisimis. Time carefully
arranged agenda was closel y followed so that timiie for
discussion was available.

The United States delegation presented 5 review
papers and 18 scientific papers, and provided chair-
mimemi for 6 of the 14 sessions. 11w papers had been
selected by the Committee on Polar Research Review-
ing ( ; 1Ol) front over 70 submmiitted for consideration
in response to a call issued by the Office of Antarctic
Programims of time National Science Foundation.

1)r. Martin Holdgate of the SCAR Biology Corn-
mmiittee served as the prograimi organizer, ami(l the
svmmmposiutlmm that resulted reflected mitch credit on all
Who participated in the planning and arrangements.
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Dr. George A. Llano of NSF—who had strongly rec-
oniniended that the symposium be held in 1968 as
originally planned and not put off until 1969—as-
sisted in the planning and deserves much credit for
the success of this meeting.

The Scott Polar Research Institute, located as it
is in the University City of Cambridge, proved to
be all site for the meeting. The housing of the
participants in one of the university's dormitories was
most convenient and afforded opportunities for fur-
titer discussions.

llel(l concurrentl y with this symposium were meet-
ings of the SCAR Biology Working Group and the
Suibco,iniiittee oil The U.S. representative on
the Biology Working Group was Dr. William J . L.
Sladeit.'Mr. Karl Kenyon was the U.S. representative
on tile Sit! )(Oi HI I I ttee on Sealing, with Dr. Carleton
Ray of the Panel oil and Medical Sciences
of tile  Cot iii ut tee on Polar Res'arch serving as alter-
nate representative.

Dr. \Villiatui S. Benninghoff, Chairman of the Panel
Oil B1oloe1ca1 and Medical Sciences of the Committee
on Polar Research, 1)r. Sladen, and Dr. Ray partici-
pated in the svinposiiini along with over 30 represent-
atives 111)111 the US\

A field trip to the city of El', a tour of the
Cad led ial. and a visit to Wicken Fen were made on
Suiiclav afternoon, Jul y 28. %Vicken Fen is one of the
I( , \\- 1(1 iai iii hg tracts of undraine:l fenland and is
fatuous for its rich vegetation, flora, and insect fauna.
Fohlovjtig this field trip, a reception was held at the
hotute of the Director of the Scott Polar Research
It usti t I I te. Who , \Vi thu Mrs. Robin, provided an en-
joyable afternoon for all who itiade the trip.

The IS-AGE Symposium

W. F. WEEKS

U.S. Arni' i(rrecfrial Sciences Center

1 )uuriiig live da ys in early September (3-7) , the
campus of l)artiiiotithi College, Hanover, New
Hai i 11 )shuit'e, was the scene of the International Syni-
)Osi itt ii on Anta rct ic Glaciological  Exploration (IS-

E) . This II uajor glaciological meeting was or-
ganized utiuder the sponsorship of the Working Group
On ( lacioiogv of the Scientific Comm i ttee on Ant-
arctic Research (SCAR) ) . Other organizations that
helped cosiotusor the Iuueeting were the Division of
Environutuetutal Sciences of the U.S. Ariiuy Research
Office at I)urhuaiuu. North Carolina, the Commission
on Snow and Ice, the Committeeutuuittee on Polar Research
of the National .\cadet uuv of Sciences, the Department
of Earth Sciences of I )artnuoiith College, and the U.S.
Army Terrestrial Sciences Center.

In addition to 89 participants from the U.S.A., the
following countries were represented: Australia (7
participants) , Austria (1), Belgium (1), Canada (9)
Deniutark (3), Great Britain (5), France (5), Japan
(3), New Zealand (1 ) . Norway (2), South Africa
(1) , Sweden (2) , Switzerland (1), and U.S.S.R. (1)

The main sessions and their chairmen were as fol-
lows: Glacio-clueiuuistry 1, Accututulation (C. Lang-
way) : Glacio-chetuiistry II, Particles (C. Lorius)
Deep sounding I, Techniques (C. Bentley) ; Deep
sounding II, Results (C. Robin) Deep sounding
III, Seismic and radio echo results (A. Waite)
Thermodynamics ( P. Sltuniskii) Dynamics (J.
Nye) : Glacial iuieteorology I (H. Hoinkes) ; Glacial
meteorology II (M. Mellor) Glacial meteorology
III, Blowing snow (W. F. Budd) ; Mass budgets I,
Present and past ice ages (A. Bauer) ; Mass budgets
II, Regional studies (H. Lister) ; Ice shelves (D. C.
Neethling) ; Fringe regions (K. Kusunoki) and Sea
ice (W. F. Weeks).

A total of 62 papers were presented. Samples of
the varied subjects treated included: "radioactive
methods for measuring snow accumulation .......
cosmic dust in polar ice, self-contained thermal
probes .......water layer thickness at the bottom
of an ice sheet . . ., gas inclusions contained in ice
oxygen isotope studies . . ., anisotropv of the West
Antarctic ice sheet, stabilit y of ice sheets as deduced
front temperature gradients.... ... . numerical model
for . . . glacier flow, ...continental shelf morpholo-
gy and iceberg discharge ...... . shallow snow
metamorphism . . ., air turbulence near a cold sur-
face, ice crystals and solar halo displays . . ., antarctic
glaciology and Quaternary history, . . . characteristics
of the Meserve Glacier morainal soils ....... bliz-
zard electricity ...... . thermal balance of sea ice. .

Even though the discussion after the papers was
invariably lively, the chairmen usually kept the ses-
sions on schedule. The discussions continued through
a smoker given oil evening, a picnic on
Wednesday afternoon, and several impromptu gather-
ings that took place on Thursday evening. Also, dur-
ing the evenings, several "formalized" debating
societies (i.e., the groups interested in ice shelves and
in the chemistry of glacier ice, as well as the SCAR
Working Group oil met to consider
iuuore highly focused areas of interest. Following the
banquet, Dr. A. P. Crary, Deputy Director of
Environmental Sciences of the National Science
Foundation, gave his Presidential Address.

After the symposium concluded on Saturday after-
noon, 50 of the participants titade a two-day excursion
to examine the glacial geology of Mount Washington
in the White Mountains under the guidance of Dr.
R. P. Goldthwaite of the Ohio State University Insti-
tute of Polar Studies.
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The U.S. Navy Contribution
to Antarctic Oceanography

J . Q . TIERNEY

Office of the Oceanographer of the Navy

Both polar regions are of concern to oceanographers
because of the unique conditions created by the per-
manent sea ice and other atypical environmental
characteristics, but in comparison to the north polar
region, the Antarctic has its own peculiarities. It is a
high land mass, nearly twice the size of the United
States, that is surrounded by water, whereas the
Arctic, with its peripheral continental and island
features, is a mediterranean sea. But the distinctive
aspect of the Antarctic is neither size nor elevation;
it is the almost complete glaciation, which covers
the land and reaches out to sea for an appreciable
distance along much of the coastline. The sea ice
canopy extends the polar influence well north of the
Antarctic Circle.

The oceans 1 surrounding Antarctica are unique
in that they form the only great oceanic domain
whose east-west extent is not interrupted by conti-
nents. This permits an unhindered eastward flow of
air around the continental mass of Antarctica. An-
other example of the atmospheric difference between
the two polar regions is the existence in the Antarctic
of katabatic winds, the strong flows of high-density air
that descend the high land mass to the sea.

The Early Days
The formal association of the U.S. Navy with

oceanography in the south polar region can be dated
from the assignment in September 1837 of Lt.
Matthew Fontaine Maury to the United States Ex-
ploring Expedition as astronomer and hydrographer,
though his assignment was short-lived--when Lt.
Charles Wilkes succeeded Catesby Jones in command
of the expedition in the spring of 1838, Maury ob-
tained a transfer prior to the expedition's departure
from the United States.

Maury did not, however, lose interest in the Ant-
arctic, and in 1861, he proposed a cooperative, inter-
national, scientific and geographic investigation of
this region. Thus he may be thought of not only as
the father of oceanography, but also as a progenitor
of the International Geophysical Year's antarctic
program.

1 There is no Antarctic Ocean, although this term is
often used by the British and Soviets. The Atlantic, Indian,
and Pacific Oceans extend southward to the land mass, but
all have common features imposed upon them by the polar
environment.

There followed a long period of little activity. Al-
though navyrnen engaged in informal and infrequent
polar maritime activities in the Antarctic after the
early period of continental discovery, U.S. Navy sup-
port of oceanography in that region was virtually
dormant for over a century.

The Transitional Period
The Navy's antarctic oceanographic activities in

the modern era began with Operation High jump, a
13-ship expedition in 1946-1947. Personnel em-
barked in units of Task Force 68's three task groups
carried on a limited program of water sampling, sea-
water temperature observations, and bottom sediment
sampling.

In 1947-1948, Task Force 39 deployed to the Ant-
arctic, primarily to establish geodetic positions for use
with the large number of trimetrogon photographs
taken during High ju7np. Only two icebreakers were
involved in "Operation Windmill,' 12 but in addition
to the collection of water samples, temperature ob-
servations, and bottom samples, several magnetic
observations were made at shore stations.

After a lapse of seven years, another icebreaker was
sent south, this time to reconnoiter locations for pos-
sible occupancy during the upcoming International
Geophysical Year. Not only did Atka successfully per-
form the basic mission, but she also began a program
of comprehensive oceanographic study that has con-
tinued uninterrupted to the present time. Oceano-
graphic stations were occupied in the Ross Sea, the
Bransfield Strait, and the Weddell Sea, and hundreds
of bathythermograph casts were made for subsurface
temperature profiles. Bottom core samples were taken,
and records were made of ice conditions.

Oceanography in Deep Freeze Operations
Deep Freeze 1 (1955-1956) saw a Navy-employed

oceanographer and a group of enlisted men aboard
each of the four icebreakers of Task Force 43. A total
of 33 oceanographic stations were occupied, more
than 2,000 bath y the rmograph soundings were made,
and 32 bottom samples were obtained. The same ar-
rangements during Deep Freeze II resulted in 50
oceanographic stations, with 20 of them in the Wed-
deli Sea, including some in the previously unpene-
trated southwest sector.

For Deep Freeze III, one oceanographer moved
ashore as scientific leader at Wilkes Station by the
Windmill Islands. The oceanographers aboard the
icebreakers accomplished more than 100 stations
and almost 200 current observations, and added bot-
tom photography to their activities. Time-lapse pho-
tography was made of the sea ice in the environs of

' Antarctic Journal, vol. III, no. 2, p. 23-36.
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the Windmill Islands and at McMurdo Sound as an
aid to understanding the local circulation at these
two locations.

During Deep Freeze IV, the 1958-1959 season, four
icebreakers were once again manned for limited
oceanographic operations. Physical, chemical, bi-
ological, and geological oceanographic work was
conducted along the Antarctic Peninsula, in Weddell
Sea, off the Princess Astrid Coast, and at the Wind-
mill Islands, with the major effort being in the Ross
Sea.

Mid-Deep Freeze Transition
In 1959, a significant change occurred in this coun-

try's support of oceanography in the southern high
latitudes. All such work from 1955 through 1959 had
been accomplished by representatives of the U.S.
Navy Hydrographic Office, embarked in icebreakers,
with financial support provided by the Department of
Defense as a portion of that department's general sup-
port to the U.S. National Committee for the IGY
antarctic program. Then, in September 1959, a Na-
tional Science Foundation grant was awarded to the
Hydrographic Office to fund the continuation of
investigations in the Antarctic by civilian oceano-
graphers working as before aboard icebreakers as-
signed to Task Force 43. This procedural change was
concurrent with another adjustment to long-term
antarctic involvement—the shift from sequential
numbering of Deep Freeze operations to a numbering
system corresponding to the Federal Government's
fiscal years, so that Deep Freeze 60 (1959-1960) fol-
lowed Deep Freeze IV.

As in earlier years, four oceanographers went south
in Deep Freeze 60, but they worked aboard only three
icebreakers; assigning two researchers to one ice-
breaker increased the effectiveness of that ship in col-
lecting oceanographic information. All of the oceano-
graphy was concentrated in the southern reaches of
the Pacific Sector and in the Drake Passage, avoiding
the dissipative effects of the circumncontinental efforts
of previous years. Having completed his winter's
work at Wilkes, the shore-based oceanographer re-
established himself at McMurdo Sound for seasonal
studies there. The high point of the icebreaker work,
from an operational view, was the first successful
penetration to Thurston Island and the conduct there
of a multidisciplinary survey that included oceano-
graphy, gravity, geology, and geodetic positioning.

NSF support made possible the enlargement of the
Hydrographic Office's icebreaker-based effort in Deep
Freeze 61. Geomagnetic recording and precision
sounding were added to the existing program of
descriptive oceanography. A team of six specialists
conducted the survey work, which was again limited
by choice to the Pacific Sector and the Scotia Sea.

The Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas were re-
visited, and further oceanographic, magnetic, and
related observations were made. Working with
HMNZS Endeavour, the icebreaker Edisto occupied a
series of oceanographic stations along the Victoria
Land coast to obtain data on the heat budget, a
prerequisite to developing studies of ice potential
along the main ship track to McMurdo Sound.

Two oceanographers helped usher the atomic age
into the Antarctic by conducting, early in Deep Freeze
62, studies of underwater topography and water trans-
port at McMurdo Sound in preparation for the
installation of the PM-3A nuclear reactor. Working
with Task Force 43 and New Zealand personnel, they
spent seven weeks surveying through the ice to obtain
site information for the then Bureau of Yards and
Docks.3

Shipboard accomplishments by the eight Oceano-
graphic (formerly Hydrographic) Office specialists
during Deep Freeze 62 included detailed oceano-
graphic investigations in the Ross Sea and continua-
tion of the oceanographic stations along the Victoria
Land coast, now occupied annually to provide
rate-of-cooling data for the development of ice fore-
casting and prediction programs. Not the least of the
season's achievements was the redetermination of the
location of the South Magnetic Pole. In cooperation
with personnel of the New Zealand Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, the scientists
aboard Burton island ascertained the position to be
just offshore in Commonwealth Bay.

Though her operations are not Navy-sponsored,
notice must be taken in this review of the conversion
and refitting in 1962 of USNS Eltanin for antarctic
marine research. Operated by the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service for the National Science Founda-
tion, Eltanin began scientific cruises in July 1962, and
since then, this mobile multidisciplinary research
facility has contributed much to oceanography in
high southern latitudes.

In Deep Freeze 63 and 64, naval oceanographic re-
search operations in the Antarctic were conducted on
a different basis. All research and oceanographic ob-
servations were made in the Ross Sea from a single
icebreaker manned with the technical personnel
needed for a period of concentrated work. The im-
proved aerial logistics in the area permitted further
economies of manpower and other resources—where
before the icebreakers had been both the research
platforms and the means of transportation, personnel
were now flown to and from the operating area.

During the decade that started with Atka's 1954-
1955 scouting cruise, the primary scientific mission of

Using the tide gauges installed for the reactor survey,
station personnel recorded tidal data over a period of several
years.
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the Naval Oceanographic Office had been the general
descriptive oceanography of the Ross Sea and ad-
jacent seas, particularly to gain knowledge of the
circulation, water masses, and sea-ice distribution in
those areas. Even though the icebreaker-based re-
search had to be conducted on a "not to interfere"
basis, those 10 years of summer field activity had
provided the oceanographers involved with masses of
data. These data made possible an understanding of
the summer season circulation, the water masses, and
the interrelationships of the ocean and sea ice of the
Ross Sea, and thus contributed to the emerging over-
all picture of the antarctic waters.

The Oceanic Environment Studied
Marine investigations conducted in the Antarctic

by the United States Government in recent years have
been circumpolar, but most of the effort has been con-
centrated in the South Pacific Ocean. As is typical of
oceanography in general, the high-latitude field work
that the Navy conducted aboard icebreakers involved
the collection of water samples, in situ recording of
temperatures, and the analysis of water samples for
the determination of salinity, dissolved atmospheric
gases, dissolved nutrients, and trace elements. Sam-
pling of biological populations, collection of bottom
sediment samples, acoustic reflection and refraction
investigations of the sea floor, and the collection of
geomagnetic and gravity data were all accomplished
by civilian oceanographers of the Navy working under
National Science Foundation sponsorship.

The information collected by these researchers and
by other scientists of several nations over a period of
nearly a century has permitted the description of the
water masses of the seas of Antarctica, and applica-
tion of theoretical studies provides explanations of
the existing conditions.

The Antarctic contributes to the circulation of the
world's oceans by providing cold, dense Bottom Water
that penetrates into the Northern Hemisphere. While
similar water forms in the Arctic Basin, relatively
little of it spills out: itiost of the modest overflow
enters into the North Atlantic, but even there it is
irregular and infrequent. In the south polar region,
however, the waters surrounding the Continent are
in open communication with the three major ocean
systems of the temperate and tropical regions and
enter into their circulation and exchange patterns.

North of the Antarctic Continent are two boundary
or frontal zones where surface temperature increases
of about 2° to 3°C. occur. The Antarctic Conver-
gence lies at about 50° to 60° south latitude, and
extends completely around the Continent. At about
40°S., a less well defined zone exists, the Subtropical
Convergence. To oceanographers, these two frontal
zones define the limits of the Antarctic and Sub-
antarctic. Arbitrary as this is, it enables us to establish
convenient subdivisions of the encircling oceans.

A zone of recurrent upwelling occurs in the diver-
gence area offshore of the easterly wind system
near the Continent. Whether hydrodynamic forces
or wind effects are the causative agents, singly or in
combination, the fact remains that these surface
features are remarkably stable in location and
structure. The striking thing about the water masses
of the Antarctic is the lack of change, at any given
location, in the temperature and salinity structure.
Because of this condition, the characteristic water
masses of the southern oceans are conveniently
identifiable by temperature-salinity relationships.

South of the Antarctic Convergence, three major
water masses may be identified. Antarctic Upper
Water surrounds the Continent and is composed of
a layer 100 to 250 meters thick, with low temperatures



and salinities. In winter, this mass becomes homo-
geneous and very cold, and over the continental
shelf—and influenced by the formation of ice—it is
of sufficient densit y to sink and fcrin the source of
Antarctic Bottom Water. Summer heating produces
Antarctic Surface Water, which has higher tempera-
tures and lower salinity due to ice iiielt. The residual
cold lower water, with nearly the same characteristics
as the preceding winter's Upper Water, is termed
Winter Water. Beneath the Antarctic Upper Water
lies a thick mass of Deep Water that is characterized
by a temperature maximum at about 300 to 500
meters and termed Antarctic Circumpolar Water.
Lying along the sea floor is Antarctic Bottom Water,
with low temperatures and the highest density values
of all seawater. This Bottom Water is formed from
the mixture over the continental shelf, mainly in the
Weddell Sea, of dense, cold Winter Water and the ad-
jacent Circunipolar Water. The Antarctic Bottom
Water spreads northward and penetrates into the
major ocean basins, reaching well to the north of the
Equator under the influence of the major eastward
drift and the topographic features of the deep sea
basins.

In summary, the general transport of antarctic
water is easterly, with transfer out of the area by the
very dense northward-moving component of Bottom
Water, and by the spreading northward of the sub-
surface Antarctic Intermediate Water. Replacement
of these losses is by the southward movement of the
Deep Water. There is a discontinuous divergence
with intermittent upwelling in the area between the
near-shore easterly wind system and the general flow
of westerlies in the zones south of the Antarctic Con-
vergence.

The Antarctic Convergence is a dynamically stable
circumpolar oceanic feature characterized by the
sinking of the cold, less saline Antarctic Water
beneath the wanner Subantarctic Water, as in-
fluenced by the semipermanent atmospheric condi-
tions and by the deep water circulation. At the Con-
vergence, the Antarctic Upper Water is overridden
by the Subantarctic Water, moves from the surface,
and extends northwards at depths of several hundred
meters, forming the thick water mass of the southern
mid-latitudes, Antarctic Intermediate Water.

Data collected by Navy oceanographers make it
Possible to describe the Ross Sea in greater detail.
Lateral excursions of the easterly flowing circumpolar
water mass move up the continental slope and reach
into the Ross Sea. Even though mixed with, and
modified by, the waters of the Ross Sea, this slightly
wanner penetrant extends below the surface into the
southwest portion, causing as a surface influence the
early degradation of the Ross Sea ice pack in the
southwestern portion of that sea.

Locations of the Antarctic Convergence and Antarc-
tic Divergence. The Antarctic Convergence is the best

defined of all the oceanic convergence zones.

Ice in Antarctic Waters
The formation and presence of ice enter into the

oceanographic processes in the Antarctic. The freez-
ing of seawater contributes dense, cold, and highly
saline water to the water column, making possible
the formation of Bottom Water. Besides sea ice, i.e.,
that ice which is formed by the freezing of seawater,
ice enters the sea of Antarctica from glacial sources
on land. Antarctic icebergs are typically tabular, and
the highly sculptured forms common in the Arctic
are seldom seen in the south polar zone. Most tabular
bergs form by calving, or breaking away, from an ice
shelf, instead of from coastal glaciers.

Sea ice in the south polar region is of the previous
winter's freezing, not of several year classes as in the
arctic polar pack. The newly formed ice is thin, com-
posed of ice platelets and entrapped brine, and is
rubbery or flexible. As the ice grows in thickness, the
unifonn cover of the water is disturbed by wind,
breaking up the young ice and forming lily-pad and
pancake, the latter being larger and thicker than the
fonner. The winter ice becomes less salty, is hard and
brittle, and sharp fractures are produced on break-
ing. With the increase in coverage of the forming or
fully formed ice, vast fields of consolidated pack
cover the seas around the Continent. Constantly
moving under the influence of wind, the pack ice is
always being broken up, forming floes of various sizes,
with bits of brash, or fragments, produced from the
broken floes. At times of wind stress when the field of
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ESSA VII photography taken December 20,
1968, with interpretation of ice conditions

in the Ross Sea.

ice has no free water surface, the lateral
forces cause folding of the ice sheet, result-
ing in

4 
rafting, hummocks, and pressure

ridges.

Program Reoriented in 1964
It is the sea ice that has been the main concern of	The planning outlooks and operational forecasts

naval oceanographers in the Antarctic since Deep	are prepared by civilian meteorologists of the Naval
Freeze 65. With the completion in 1964 of its NSF-	Oceanographic Office. Working in Washington, D.C.,
sponsored research program (Eltanin having earlier	and at McMurdo Station, they use techniques de-
entered service as a full-time research platform),	veloped for, and in, Antarctica to reduce and analyze
Navy oceanography in the south polar region reverted	the data obtained on frequent flights by skilled teams
from a supported scientific endeavor to a supporting	of Navy ice observers and by oceanographers aboard
technology. The only Navy-conducted oceanography	the icebreakers. Also used in the forecasting process is
during the 1964-1965 and subsequent seasons has been	information from a series of offshore rate-of-cooling
specifically mission-oriented, i.e., related to logistic	stations along the coast of Victoria Land that are
support activities,	 occupied each year after the surface waters have

Greatest emphasis is placed on the responsibility	begun to cool.
of the Commander, U.S. Naval Support Force, Ant-	Satellite imagery has been used for several years to
arctica to program surface and air deployments so as	determine the boundaries of the pack ice and the
to accomplish the annual resupply and relief of the	general circulation and movement of the Ross Sea
U.S. stations in the most economical and timely fash-	pack.' The first attempts were made with Nimbus
ion. Planning outlooks and operational forecasts of	imagery. Later, the ability to copy Tiros imagery
ice conditions, concentration, and movement are	at McMurdo Station made this a valuable adjunct to
made for this purpose, and optimum ship routes are	the ice-forecasting meteorologist. Most recently, ESSA
laid out for the shipping lane between New Zealand	II imagery has been analyzed at the Naval Oceano-
and McMurdo Sound. Also made available to the	graphic Office in Suitland, Maryland, and the derived
operational command for use in the decision-making	information has been transmitted by message to the
process is information on the condition, bearing	ice forecasters assigned by that office to McMurdo
strength, and estimated useful period of sea-ice land-	Station.
ing strips. Over the years, the meteorologists have developed

the capability to forecast ice conditions in the Ross
Sea reliably. In this task, they have been aided by the
prior research of naval oceanographers, who also have
made substantial contributions to our I owledge of
the oceans around Antarctica.

'Antarctic Journal, vol. II, no. 5, p. 217.

Illustrated explanations of the terminology used may be
found in Scott Polar Research Institute Special Publication
Number 4, Illustrated Glossary of Snow and Ice (Cambridge,
England, 1966), or H.O. Publication Number 609, A Func-
tional Glossary of Ice Terminology. The latter is available
at 80 cents per copy from the U.S. Naval Oceanographic
Office, Code 4420, Washington, D.C. 20390.
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Table 1. Antarctic Data Collection and Sampling by U.S. Navy Oceanographers, 1955-1968'

Season and Vessel	Nansen..	Bottom	Plankton	Dredge	Sonic	Bathy-	Other Observations(DF= 1) cep Freeze)	Cast	Sediment	Tows	Hauls	Sounding	thermograph	and CollectionsStations	Samples	 (miles)	Observations

1954-1955	Atka--------------- 13	-	-	 -

	DF I	East u-md ------------	-	-	--	22,595	300
Edisto ------------- 21	7	-	1	28,786	1,300	Gravity-7
Glacier ------------ 12	22	-	-	35,220	700

	

DF II	;tlka- -----------------2	6	-	-	 1,057
Glacier ------------ 11	10	-	-	 1,595	Bottom grab samples-13
North wind -------- - 6	1	-	-	 984	"	"	''	—1

t(1t('fl Island	 31	3	-	-	-	721	"	"	"

DF III	i tka- --------------	34	13	11	-	-	1,141
Barton Island	13	10	9	-	-	950
Glacier ------------ 43	3	27	-	-	1,800
West wind --------- - 28	19	32	-	-	2,110	Bottom photos-4

	

DF IV	Edisto ------------- 50	6	28	-	-	1,987	Trawl samples-21
Glacier ------------ 30	28	3	5	-	1,300	"	" —4
Non/in-md -------- - 11	3	1	-	-	1,100	"	" —1
Staten ISl(llid	 21	12	12	-	-	1,488	"	"

	

DF 60	Atka -------------- 18	-	-	-	-	-
BurtonIsland	55	8	10	2	6,900	721
East u-md --------- - 20	19	-	-	-	789
(,'lacier ------------ 30	16	4	-	18,920	586	Gravity--14

	

DF 61	Eat/n-md -----------	-	-	-	-	929
Edisto -------------15	-	-	 12,000	600
Glacier -------------	-	-	1	15,840	959
Staten Island	 79	71	17	5	16,840	875	Geomagnetic-22,377 mi.

	

DF 62	Burton Island	26	44	26	3	17,615	1,262	Geomagnetic-9,400 mi
J]a.itiiiiiil ----------24	23	-	-	36,500	2,346
(,'lacier ------------ 10	-	-	-	14,490	532

	

DF 63	Edit-to ------------- 120	42	19	2	 998	Mycoflora samples-132
Water samples-431
Paleo samples

	

DF 64	1 Ike -------------- 79	3	1	1	 27	Water samples-201

	

DF 65	."tate,, Island	 281	 -	-	-	28

	

DF 66	Atka -------------- 28	-	-	-	-	-

	DF 67	Glacier ------------32	-	-	-	2,775	-	Current-meter arrays-2
Staten Island	 394	15	-	---	1,935	-	-

	

DF 68	Westwind --------- - 28	-	-	-	-	-	Current-meter arrays-65
Parachute drogues-225

Totals ----------------------948	384	200	20	230,416	29,185

Exclusive of numerous dredge and trawl collections for the U.S.	4 All or most casts taken at 28 rate-of-cooling stations occupiedNational Museum,	 for ice-forecasting purposes (see text)."For Boyce Thompson Institute.	 5For deep-submersible feasibility study.For Science Council of Japan.
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Flight to Vostok

On January 15, a U.S. Navy aircraft flew to the
Soviet Union's Vostok Station from McMurdo with
a USARP exchange scientist, Mr. F. Michael Maish,
who will spend the forthcoming winter collecting
data for several research programs of the Environ-
mental Science Services Administration's Research
Laboratories, the University of Alaska, and Dart-
mouth College. Some of these programs have been
operated for several years at Vostok in cooperation
with Soviet scientists.

Also aboard the flight was Dr. Boris Lopatin, the
Soviet exchange scientist who spent the 1968 winter
at McMurdo Station and participated in the Ells-
worth Land Survey. During the 23/4-hour visit by the
plane's crew and its dozen passengers, Dr. Lopatin
acted as interpreter.

The LC-130F, piloted by Comdr. E. W. Van
Reeth, commanding officer of Antarctic Development
Squadron Six, had over 22,500 pounds of cargo and
fuel aboard. The cargo consisted mostly of supplies
for Mr. Maish's use at Vostok, but it included some
5,000 pounds of geological specimens that Dr.
Lopatin had collected for shipment to the U.S.S.R.

Admiral Byrd Admitted to
Aviation Hall of Fame

On December 17, 1968 ) the late Rear Admiral
Richard Evelyn Byrd was honored with initiation
into the national Aviation Hall of Fame. During the
ceremonies in Dayton, Ohio, which were attended
by a member of the Byrd family, Vice Admiral
Thomas F. Connolly, Deputy Chief of Naval Opera-
tions (Air), reviewed highlights of Admiral Byrd's
career.

A 1912 graduate of the Naval Academy, Admiral
Byrd entered flight training in August 1917 and was
designated a Naval Aviator (#608) on May 10,
1918. Following wartime duty in Canada, he de-
signed several navigational instruments for use in the
famed 1919 transatlantic flight of the Navy's NC
flying boats. In 1925, he led the naval aviation detach-
merit that accompanied one of Professor D. B. Mac-
Millan's arctic expeditions. The following year, having
been granted leave from the Bureau of Aeronautics,
he set out on his own arctic expedition, and, on May
9, he and his pilot, Floyd Bennett, flew over the North
Pole, for which feat they both received a congres-
sional medal of honor. In 1927, with a crew that
included another fammied polar aviator, Bernt Balchen,
he flew across the Atlantic. Then came his first (1928-
1930) antarctic expedition, which included the
November 1929 flight over the South Pole that made

him the first man to fly over both poles. There fol-
lowed a long involvement with the Antarctic that
included leadership of two more expeditions (1933-
1935 and 1939-1941) and continued up to his death
in 1957, when he was Officer in Charge, U.S. Ant-
arctic Programs.

Also enshrined in the Aviation Hall of Fame at the
same time as Adimmiral Byrd were aviatrix Amimelia
Earhart Putnam, Colonel John A. Macready, USAF
(Ret.) , and helicopter designer Igor I. Sikorsky.

New Translations of
Soviet Polar Literature

Three miiore iiionographs on polar research have
been translated froimi Russian for the National Science
Foundation under the Israel Prograimi for Scientific
Translations. Priced atat $3.00 a copy, they are availa-
ble front the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and
Technical Information, U.S. Department of Com-
merce, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. Biological Reports
of the Soviet Antarctic Expedition (1955-1958), vol. 3.
Edited by A. P. Andriiyashev and P. V. Ushakov. 1967. 426
p. (TT 68-50313).

Kruchinin, Yu. A. Shelf Glaciers of Queen Maud Land.
Arctic and Antarctic Scientific-Research Institute. Soviet
Antarctic Expedition, 1965. 183 p. (TT 68-50489).

Lisitsyn, A. P. Recent Sedimentation in the Bering Sea.
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. Institute of Oceanology,
1966. 614 p. (TT 68-50315).

The following nionographi has been submitted for
translation:

Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. National Committee
on Antarctic Research. General Results of 10 Years of
Antarctic Research. Moscow, Nauk Publishing House, 1967.
203 p.

Admiral Byrd just
before taking off
for the South
Pole. ( lljr'1 An/arc-
tic Expedition Photo)
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